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Abstract

In this report, the implementation of a binding algorithm, which
makes use of an initial design by design to reduce the vast design
space, in the interactivesynthesis system,is described. This algorithm
generates a complete design from the initial design by adding minimal
set of necessary hardware resources. The experimental results show
that this algorithm generates designs which have sm«iller sizes from
initial designs.
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1 Introduction

The rapid advancement of VLSI fabrication technology allows complex sys
tem to be implemented on a single chip. The increase in the chip complexity
demands a design methodology that supports synthesis of design from be
havioral description, or so-called behavioral synthesis.

In behavioral synthesis, netlist is synthesized from a behavioral descrip
tion via three major processes; namely allocation, scheduling, and binding.
In the allocation process, the necessary hardware resources to implement the
behavior are defined. In the scheduling process, operations in the behavioral
description are assigned to control steps where they will be executed. In the
binding process, operations or variables are assigned to functional units or
storage units respectively.

In the most behavioral synthesis systems, the synthesis process is carried
out automatically. However, most of designs generated from these systems
are shown to be inferior to manual designs. The main reasons for this ob
servation are: 1) large design space that is needed to be explored during the
synthesis, and 2) inefficient usage of designer's insight or expertise in the de
sign process. To solve the large design space issue, we proposed a behavioral
synthesis algorithm called SIDER [1] that uses circuit given by designer to
reduce the vast design space. As for the issue of interaction of designer dur
ing design process, we propose SIDER to be implemented in cin interactive
synthesis system called ISE that utilizes designer's insight in every step of
the design process [2].

This report describes the SIDER algorithm and its implementation in
ISE. The report is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the essence of
the binding algorithm in SIDER. Section 3 gives the formulation of SIDER
algorithm. Section 4 describes the details of the implementation of SIDER
binding algorithm in ISE. Section 5 gives the experimental results. Fincilly,
we give conclusions in Section 6.

2 SIDER Algorithm Overview

The input oftheSIDER algorithm consists ofa scheduled behavioral descrip
tion and an initial circuit which represents architecture constraints given by
the designer. The SIDER algorithm binds operations and variables in the



scheduled behavior to components in such a way that components and in
terconnects in the initial circuit are maximally reused. In addition, if the
behavior requires more components or interconnects than given in the initial
circuit, SIDER will add a minimal set of components and interconnects to
satisfy the requirement. The outputs of the SIDER algorithm are a behav
ioral description after binding and a circuit which can execute the behavior.
An example of inputs and outputs by the SIDER algorithm is illustrated in
Figure 1.

The scheduled behaviorand the behavior after binding are represented as
the State Action Table (SAT) [2]. Each column in the table has the following
meaning.

• PS is the present state.

• NS'COND gives the condition for a next-state transition.

• NS is the next state.

• AC shows the assignment condition for each action.

• ACTION lists all operations in the behavior.

The initial circuit given by designer and the design generated by the SIDER
algorithm are represented as the floorplan view provided by ISE. We can also
give weights to components and interconnects in the initial circuit to control
the binding process, that is, higher weighted components and interconnects
are likely selected in the binding.

3 SIDER Algorithm Formulation

The behavioral description is parsed into ISE and represented as the As
signment Decision Diagram (ADD) [3]. The ADD consists of 1) assignment
value, 2) assignment condition, 3) assignment decision, 4) assignment target,
and 5) assignment index. The assignment value part represents the compu
tation of values that are to be assigned to storage units or output ports. The
assignment condition part represents the computation of conditions that are
used as guarding conditions for the assignment values. The assignment deci
sion part consists of an Assignment Decision Node (ADN). The ADN selects
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Figure 1: An example of inputs and outputs of the SIDER algorithm.
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a value from the assignment values connected to the ADN according to the
value of the assignment condition part. The assignment target is represented
by a write node, which is a storage unit or an output port. A value selected
by the corresponding ADN is assigned to the assignment target. The assign
ment index is used to indicate location to read or write in an array variable
(i.e., two dimensional storage unit). An example of the ADD is shown in
Figure 2.

Asstgnm^ conditions Assignment values Asslgnn^l indices

Assignment

Assignment target

Figure 2: An example of ADD.

The SIDER binding algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3. A scheduled
behavior G is first factored by cissignment conditions into partial behaviors
GiS, an example shown in Figure 4. Each Gi is further partitioned into
nonoverlapping paths called G-path. Each G-path represents a data flow
from a variable to a sink which could be taxget variable or convergent paxt
of another path. Figure 4 shows G-path in dotted lines.

The G-path is mapped onto the initial circuit Do by synthesizing ad
ditional necessary circuitry to generate the complete circuit D which can
execute the behavior G. The circuit D is a solution of binding problem.
When a G-path is mapped onto the initial circuit, the SIDER binding algo
rithm searched paths, which can execute it, in the initial circuit. We call such



Figure 4: An example of G-path partitioning.



a path D-path. An example of a D-path is shown in Figure 5. The dotted

Figure 5: An example of D-path.

line dii is a D-path for the G-path gi of the example in Figure 4. When
the algorithm cannot find any D-path for some G-path, it adds hardware
resources to the initial circuit to construct a D-path for that G-path

After finding D-paths for every G-path, the algorithm choose a non-
conflicting combination of D-paths to find a solution to the binding. A con
flict occurs when two D-paths for two G-paths have the same functional unit,
storage unit, I/O port, or interconnect used in the same state and under the
assignment conditions which are not mutually exclusive.

4 Implementation of SIDER algorithm

In this section, we explain the SIDER binding algorithm which is modified
to be suitable for ISE and its implementation in ISE. The overview of the
SIDER binding algorithm is given as follows.

Algorithm: The SIDER binding algorithm.

find all assignment-conditions and store them to C
for each assignment-condition a € C do

extract a partial ADD G,- executed under Cj from the given ADD A
construct G-path partitioning Pi for Gi
P = PU Pi

endfor



for each G-path ^ P do
find D-paths Z), = {dij} which can execute gi

endfor

find a non-confljcting combination of D-paths

In the algorithm, the set C and P contain all the assignment-conditions and
all the G-paths for all partial ADDs GiS. The set Di contains D-paths for
the G-path g^. We will describe the details of each step of the algorithm in
the following sections.

4.1 G-path Partitioning

The first step of the G-path partitioning is to extract all assignment con
ditions. To extract a partial ADD for one assignment condition, the given
ADD is flattened. The flattening process transforms the ADD to the most
parallel form where all ADNs are immediate predecessors of assignment tar
gets. An example of the flattening is depicted in Figure 6. Note that there is
a limitation. The current implementation cannot flatten an ADD which has
the ADN in the assignment condition part.

Figure 6: An example of flattening.

To extract all assignment conditions, all ADNs are traversed and their
assignment condition parts are found. For each assignment condition part,
the corresponding assignment value pajts of the ADNs are taken as a partial
ADD. Furthermore, the assignment condition part itself is taken as a partial



ADD under the assignment condition (rwe, which means that this partial
ADD is always executed. The outline of the algorithm is given as follows.

Algorithm: Finding all assignment conditions.

C = 0

for each ADN n € A do

for each c G{assignment condition part of n] do
if c ^ C then

C = CU{c}
endif

endfor

endfor

In the algorithm, the set C contains all the assignment conditions. The set
A represents the given ADD.

The next step of the G-path partitioning is to extract partial ADDs exe
cuted under every assignment conditions from the ADD. For each assignment
condition part, the corresponding assignment value parts, ADNs, and assign
ment targets are extracted as the partial ADD. The outline of the algorithm
is given as follows.

Algorithm: Extracting the partial ADD executed under the assign
ment condition c,-.

Gi = 0
for each assignment target t do

for each assignment condition c for t do
if c = a then

Gi = {assignment value part corresponding to c,}
U{ADN} U{<} UGi

endif

endfor

endfor

Theset Gicontains the partial ADD executed under the assignment condition
Ci. Note that the assignment condition itself is takes as the partial ADD
under the condition true, which is stored in some set Gi.



After obtaining the partial ADD G,, the G-path partitioning P, is gen
erated. A G-path is a sequence of connected edges and nodes of the form

9i — 1 ^>25 •' •}? where and represent a node and an
edge in the ADD respectively. Each node and edge of the paxtial ADD G,-
falls into exactly one G-path. Each G-path starts at either a read node or
an edge adjacent to another G-path, passes through a sequence of nodes and
edges, and ends at a write node or another edge adjacent to another G-path.

In general, there are many ways to partition G,- to P,-. Currently, G-paths
are obtained by repeatedly extracting the longest path, until all edges in
the Gi are selected. An example of the G-path partitioning is depicted in
Figure 4. The algorithm for G-path partitioning is given below. During the
partitioning, the partial ADD is divided into the set of paths so as to obtain
the longest path as possible. To obtain such a partitioning, all nodes in the
ADD are labeled by their depth in the graph.

Algorithm: G-path partitioning of the partial ADD G,.

Pi = 0
£ = 0

LABEL_NODES(Gi)
for each assignment target t € G,- do

Ptemp = {t} U{ADN} U{input-edge of ADN}
Ptemp = Ptemp UEXT-GPATH(PRED(ADN))
Pi = PjU {Ptemp}

endfor

while £ ^ 0 do
e = FIRST(£)
£ = DELETE(£,e)
Ptemp = {e] UEXT_GPATH(INJNODE(e))
Pi = Pi U{Ptemp}

endwhile

EXT_GPATH(n)

I = {input-edges of n}
if / = 0 or / belongs to another G-path then

return {n}
endif

e = MAXJ)EPTH(/)



/ = DELETE(/,e)
E = ADD(j;,/)
Temp = EXT_GPATH(IN_NODE(e))
return {n} U{e} UTemp

In the algorithm, Pi, Ptemp, E and I contain the G-path partitioning ofG,-, a
G-path, the queue ofedges, and the setofinput-edges ofa node, respectively.
The function LABELJVODES(G,) labels all nodes in Gi by their depth in
the ADD. The function FIRST(E) returns the first element of E. The func
tion DELETE(E, e) removes the element e from the queue E. The function
ADD(£, /) adds allelements of I to E. Thefunction PRED(n) returns the
immediate predecessor of the node n. The function INJVODE{e) returns
the input-node of the edge e. The function MAX_DEPTH(/) returns the
edge whose input-node has the longest depth.

This algorithm searches the longest path starting from an assignment
target by looking at the labels of nodes. During the traversal of the graph,
the edge connected to the predecessor node that has the longest depth is
selected and the edges connected to the rest of the predecessors are stored in
the queue E. This traversal ends when the algorithm reaches a read node or
an edge which belongs to another G-path. The next longest path is traversed
starting from the edge stored in E in the similar manner until the queue E
is empty.

4.2 D-path Search

After obtaining the G-path partitioning P, the candidates of "D-path" for
every G-path are searched. D-path is a sequence of nodes and edges in the
initial circuit of the form dij = {Nk,,Ek,k2,^h,Ek^kz,-• •}, where Nk, repre
sents a functional unit or a storage unit and Ekik, represents the interconnect
between two components Nk^ and Nk^ in the initial circuit. Unlike G-path,
the nodes and the edges in a D-path may be repeated as long as the sequence
forms a path.

Given a G-path g,, the goal of D-path search is to find a D-path dij that
is compatible with g^. The D-path dij is compatible with the G-path g^ when
their corresponding elements are compatible. For instance, a node in dij is
a functional unit that can execute the operation of the corresponding node



in gi. An example of D-path dn is depicted in Figure 5 for the G-path
shown in Figure 4.

The D-paths are constructed by a depth-first search of the initial cir
cuit. A search tree is formed with each vertex (corresponding to component)
compatible with the node in G-path and edges (interconnects) which are con
nected to the vertices compatible with next node in the G-path. When there
are a lot of interconnects compatible with the corresponding edge in the G-
path, one interconnect is randomly selected. This random nature prevents to
search within only small part of design space. When no D-path can be con
structed from the initial circuit, additional functional units, storage units,
and interconnects are added to the initial circuit to construct one D-path.
We will explain the detail in Section 4.3.

The number of D-paths to be extracted for each G-path has a great effect
on CPU time required for subsequent tasks and quality of the final design.
Furthermore, this numbershould be determined based on size and complexity
of the initial circuit. However, since we do not know how to determine this
number automatically, this number is specified by designer.

The algorithm for extracting D-paths is given as follows.

Algorithm: Extracting D-paths for each G-path.

for each G-path 5, e P do
count = 0

DPi = 0
while count < Nd do

G •= gi
n = FIRST_NODE(G)
G' = DELETE(G,n)
C = {components of TYPE(n) 6 /}
c = RANDOM(C)
D = {c} UFIND-DPATH(c,G)

e DPi) then
DPi = DPi U {D]
count = count -f 1

endif

endwhile

endfor



FIND_DPATH(c,G)
{

n = FmST_NODE(G)
if n = 0 then

return {0}
endif

G = DELETE(G',n)
C = {components of TYPE(n) connected to c}
c' = RANDOM(C)
return {c'} UFINDJDPATH(c', G)

In the algorithm, the number of D-paths to be extracted, No, is specified
by designer, gi represents one G-path and DPi contains Nd D-paths for
gi. Nd is the number of D-paths to be searched and is specified by the
designer. I represents the initial circuit specified by the designer. The func
tion FIRST_NODE(G) returns the first node (operation) of the G-path G.
The function TYPE(n) returns the type of component which can execute
the operation n. For example, when n represents an addition, TYPE(n)
returns adder, or ALU and so on. The function RANDOM(C) returns one
component in C randomly.

The algorithm searches the component which can execute the first node
of the G-path. The next component which can execute the next node of
the G-path is selected randomly from the components connected to the first
component. Then, the next component is selected in the similar manner until
one D-path is constructed.

4.3 Solving Binding Problem

After extracting D-paths for every G-path, we choose a non-conflicting com
bination of D-paths for every G-path. A conflict occurs when two D-paths
for two G-paths have the same functional unit, storage unit, I/O port, or
interconnect in the same state and under the assignment condition which are
not mutually exclusive.

The optimal solution is the conflict-free set ofbindings that maximize the



total weight. We solve this problem as the following one,

1t=l j=l

such that

bitwij •Xij < Cj at evey state, j € iV = {1, •••, n},
j=i

n

= 1.
j=i

Xij € {0,1}, i€M, j eN,

where Xij is 1 if the node i in the G-path is bound to the component j in
the circuit, Wij is the weight of this binding (the weight of the component j),
bitWij is the bit-width of the node i realized on the component ji, and Cj is
the total bit capacity of the component j.

This problem is solved using a branch-and-bound based algorithm, choos
ing one D-path for each G-path. During search for the best D-path for the
G-path gi^ when dij conflicts with any previously assigned bindings, we aban
don this branch and try another binding. Otherwise, we take this D-path as
the binding for the G-path gi.

When applying the branch-and-bound based algorithm, it is possible that
no solution can be found. In this case, some D-Paths conflict with other
D-paths. To obtain a solution, new D-paths are constructed by adding com
ponents and connections to the initial circuit to remove the conflicts. During
solving the problem, we record G-paths for which their D-paths conflict with
other previously assigned bindings and the points on which the conflicts oc
curs in the D-paths, and continue to search without a binding for those
G-paths as well as G-paths for which no D-paths are extracted from the ini
tial circuit. After obtaining a solution for the other G-paths and a set of
G-paths which cause the conflicts or have no D-paths, the minimal set of
additional components and connections are added to the circuit to construct
new D-paths for the set of G-paths.

The algorithm is given as follows.

Algorithm: Solving the binding problem.



sort G-paths in P according to their lengths
for each G-path gi € P do

sort D-paths in Z?P,- for gi according to their weights
if DPi ^ 0 then

BEST(5i,FIRST(PPi))
else if

BEST(ffi,0)
endif

endfor

total = |P|
F = P

while P' ^ 0 do
gi = FIRST(P')
gi = DELETE(P',fif,)
G' = SOLVE_BINDING(P',ff.)
if G' / 0 then

BEST(G',0)
P' = P

P' = DELETE(P',G')
endif

endwhile

for i = 1 to total do

if BEST(5i) = 0 do
CREATEJDPATH((?i)

endif

endfor

SOLVE^INDING(P',yi)

{
if pj = 0 then

return 0

endif

if BEST(firi) = 0 then
gi+i = FIRST(P')
P' = DELETE(P',(/,+i)
return SOLVE_BINDING{P',ff;+i)

endif

last = 0

for j = 1 to \DPi\ do



for ^ = 1 to z do

if = z then

last — 0

else if CONFLICT(dij,BEST(5fc)) then
last = gk
break

endif

endfor

if last = 0 then

BEST(5ii,d,vj)
gi+i = FIRST(FO
P' = DELETE(P',ff,+i)
G' = SOLVE_BINDING(F',5i+i)
if G' = 0 then

return 0

else if G' = gi then
continue

else

last = G'

break

endif

endif

endfor

return last

CREATE-DPATH(^,)

DPi = 0
G = gi
n = FIRST(G)
G = DELETE(G,n)
pc = 0
while n ^ 0 do

D = FIND_PARTIAL_DPATH(G,n,ps)
if i) = 0 then

c = CREATE_COMP(TYPE(7z))
D = {c}

endif



DPi = DPi U D

n = FIRSTfG)
G-^DELETECG,*!)
pc = LAST{DPi)

endwhile

FIND_PARTIAL_DPATH(G, n,pc)
{

if 71 = 0 then

return 0

endif

if pc = 0 then
C = {components of TYPE(n)€ I

|no conflict with the other bindings}
else

C = {components of TYPE(n)€ I connected to pc
|no conflict with the other bindings)

endif

if C = 0 then

return 0

endif

c = RANDOM(C)
n' = FIRST(G)
G = DELETE(G',7iO
Temp = FIND_PARTIAL_DPATH(G', n',c)
if Temp = 0 then

G = RESTORE(G,7i')
endif

return {c} UTemp

In the algorithm, the list P contains cill G-paths represented by p,s. Its index
i represents the position in the sorted list. At the beginningof the algorithm,
the best D-path for each G-path is set by the highest weighted D-path or
the empty set for G-paths which have no D-path. The function FIRST{i/)
returns the first element of the list L. The function BEST(pi,dtj) sets the
D-path dij to the best D-path for the G-path g^. |5| stands for the number
of elements in the set or list S.



In the top most WHILE-loop, the best D-paths for the G-paths whose D-
paths do not conflict with other D-paths are found. For the G-path whose
D-paths conflict with any D-path for the other G-paths, its best D-path is set
by the empty set. In the first iteration, FIRST(P') returns the G-path gi.
The function DELETE(F",fif,) removes the G-path gi from the list P'. The
function SOLVE_BINDING(P',5',) tries to find the best D-paths for every
G-path as many as possible. This function returns the first G-path where
the search for the best D-path fails. When SOLVE_BINDING returns the
G-path, the best D-path for this G-path is set by the empty set and this
G-path is removed from the list P'. Then, SOLVE_BINDING tries to find
the solution for new P'. When SOLVE_BINDING returns the empty set,
the best D-paths axe found as many as possible and P' is empty. Then, the
algorithm exits from the WHILE-loop.

In SOLVE_BINDING(T",p,), the highest weighted D-path for the G-
path gi is checked whether this D-path conflicts with the best D-paths for
the previous G-paths gj (I < j < i) or not. If the conflict occurs, the
next highest weighted D-path is selected and the conflict is checked. After
finding the best D-path for the G-path the best D-paths for the rest of

9j (« < i < total) are searched. If finding the best D-paths for them
fails, the next highest weighted D-path for the G-path g^ is selected and
SOLVE-BINDING tries to find a solution.

In the top most FOR-Ioop, the function CREATE_DPATH(5,) creates a
new D-path, which does not conflict with the other D-paths, for the G-path
gi. The function BEST(^,) returns the best D-path for the G-path gi.

In CREATE_DPATH(firO, the function FIND_PARTIAL_DPATH
tries to find the partial D-path as long as possible. During the search for
the partial D-path, this function select the component which does not con
flict with the other binding. In the first iteration, this function searches the
partial D-path for the partial G-path starting the first node of gi. For the
next node to the node for which component is found in the previous itera
tion, FIND_PARTIAL_DPATH may fail to find the appropriate compo
nent. In such a case, CREATE_DPATH creates a new component for that
node. This component and the interconnect corresponding to the edges of
the G-path are added to the initial circuit. This iteration continues until one
complete D-path for the G-path gi is constructed. The function LAST(DP, )
returns the last component of the D-path DPi. FIND_PARTIAL_DPATH
works in the similar manner to the function FINDJDPATH. The function



RESTORE(G, n') restores the node n' back to G.

4.4 Limitations

There are some limitations in the current implementation. When the be
havioral description has two or more input (or output) signals, the current
implementation cannot bind them to the same port even if they are read
(written) in the different states or under mutually exclusive conditions.

Another limitation of the current implementation is that it cannot handle
matrices. For instance, since writing to matrix is represented as a set of
assignments to the target corresponding to the matrix, the implementation
has to solve the problem of merging ports of the target when the matrix is
to be bound to a one-port memory.

When the behavioral description has variables which have mutually ex
clusive lifetimes, it is possible for those variables to share the same register.
However, the current implementation cannot bind them to the same regis
ter. To improve this disadvantage, more sophisticated lifetime itnalysis is
required.

5 Experiments

In this section, we present experimental results on HAL example [4] and
the spline filter function [5]. In order to show the importance of the initial
circuit, we apply the SIDER-algorithm to each example with two different
initial circuits. One of them has the general structure, the other is designed
by taking into account the critical path of the behavior. We experiment with
two examples.

The behavior of the HAL example is scheduled under the resource con
straint of two adders, two subtractors, and two multipliers. The behavior
after scheduling is shown in Figure 7 in SAT format. We prepare two initial
circuits for this behavior. One of them has the general structure depicted in
Figure 8. The other has the interconnect among the components in order
to take account of the critical path of the scheduled behavior. In the sched
uled behavior, the result of multiplication is put into addition or subtraction.
This initial circuit, which takes into account this connection, is depicted in
Figure 9.
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Figure 7: Scheduled behavior of the HAL example.

Figure 8: Initial circuit with general structure.
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Figure 9: Initial circuit with special interconnect.

The behavior of the spline filter example is also scheduled under the
resource constraint of two adders and one multiplier. The scheduled behavior
is shown in Figure 10 in SAT format. We also prepare two initial circuits for

TEMI«B0*(*0*at)

TEMJ • TEM1 • TEW * ol • TE M2

TEMt • TEMS * bJ • TKMJ

Figure 10: Scheduled behavior of the spline filter function.

this behavior. One of them has the general structure depicted in Figure 11.
The other has the interconnect among components in order to take into
account the critical path of the scheduled behavior which has the path from
multiplication to addition. This initial circuit is depicted in Figure 12.

In these experiments, we limit the number of D-paths to be extracted to
10 and equal weights to the components and the interconnects in the initial
circuits. The experimental results are shown in Table 1. In this table, the



Figure 11: Initial circuit with general structure.

Figure 12: Initial circuit with special interconnect.



binding result of the datapath are shown. To show the impact of the initial

#of #of #of #of total

Add Sub Mult Reg Connections fanin
HAL ICl 1 1 2 6 26 28

IC2 1 1 2 6 23 25
Spline ICl 2 — 1 4 29 28

IIC2 I 2 — 1 4 29 27
Table 1: The results of binding.

circuit on the interconnect of the final design, the number of multiplexers
used in the final designs are shown in Table 2.

HAL ICl

IC2
Spline ICl

5-input
0

0

2

1

# of Multiplexors
4-input 3-input

Table 2: Number of multiplexers.

2-input
10"

For the HAL example, the results show that the scheduled behavior with
the initial circuit taking into account the critical path produces the better
design, which needs less interconnects, than the design produced with the
general initial circuit. For the spline filter example, compared to ICl, IC2 has
one more 3-input multiplexer and one more 2-input multiplexer. However,
IC2 has one more 5-input multiplexer. Since the 5-input multiplexer can
be constructed by two 2-input multiplexers and one 3-input multiplexer, we
observe that IC2 has smaller area then ICl.



6 Conclusion

In this report, we describethe implementationofSIDER bindingalgorithm in
ISE. The SIDER algorithm uses initial circuit given by designer to reduce the
vast design space and generates the complete design by adding the minimal
set of necessary hardware resouces to the initial circuit. The experimental
results show that the SIDER algorithm can generate designs which have
smaller sizes by specifying the appropriate initial circuits for the behaviors.

Since the initial circuit is specified only as an architecture template, de
signer can control the binding process only in the limited manner. Therefore,
a future work is to develop the way to control the binding process as mush
as required by designer. In addition, since the scheduling process and the
binding process have a close relation, the scheduling process should take into
account the initial circuit. Another future work is to develop such a schedul
ing algorithm.
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